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11 KILLED IN PITTSBURGH SYNAGOGUE
SHOOTING — On the morning of Saturday,
Oct. 27, a gunman opened fire inside the Tree of
Life Synagogue, killing 11 people and injuring
six more. The act is confirmed to be a hate
crime, as the assailant shouted hate slurs at the
worshipers gathered for prayer. Victims include
two brothers, a married couple, and a 97-year old
Holocaust survivor. The gunman was identified
as Robert Bowers, a 46-year-old man who was
known to post anti-Semitic messages on social
media. Bowers sustained gunshot wounds, but
it is still unclear whether they were self inflicted
or inflicted by a police officer responding to the
scene. Bowers is being charged with 29 crimes,
including hate crimes and weapons offenses. In
a recent statement, President Trump suggested
that future instances like this might be avoided by
bringing “the death penalty into vogue”.
LION AIRPLANE CRASHES IN SEA BY
INDONESIA - Officials fear that all 189 people
aboard Lion Air flight JT 610 are dead after a
crash on Monday Oct. 29. The plane disappeared
from radar 13 minutes after takeoff" from Jakarta.
So far six bodies have been recovered along with
debris fromthe plane. The bodies are being sent to
Jakarta for identification. Problems with the plane
were reported the night before, and engineers
checked the aircraft and said that it was in good
condition to fly. The flight crew made a request
to return the aircraft when they were 12 miles
out, but did not indicate that it was an emergency
situation. Soon after this, the aircraft was lost on
the radar. The main wreckage from the plane has
not yet been located, and search and rescue teams
continue to search the area.
BOMBS SENT TO PROMINENT DEMOCRATS, CNN
- On Friday Oct. 26, Cesar Sayoc was arrested
for five federal crimes, including transporting
explosives across state lines, illegally mailing
explosives, threatening former presidents,
threatening interstate communications and
assaulting federal officials. Sayoc sent 14
suspicious packages to a total of 12 targets, most
of whom had ties to the Democratic party. Sayoc
also created several homemade pipe bombs.
Sayoc had strong ties to the Republican party; he
was seen at several Trump rallies and his van was
covered in pro-Trump stickers. Sayoc was also
known for making aggressive and threatening
messages against democrats on social media. He
may face up to 48 years in prison.
TRUMP GETS INTO TROUBLE WITH HIS
IPHONE - President Donald Trump has three
iPhones, and every time he talks on one of them,
there is a chance that someone is listening.
American intelligence has confirmed that
Chinese spies have listened in on many ofTrumps
conversations with friends, divulging information
on the president’s personal life and giving the
spies information on American policy and how
to influence Trump. Trump’s aides have warned
him of the security risks involved in using his
iPhone and try to encouragehim to use the secure
White House landline more often. The president
has ignored the concerns. Russian spies have also
been listening to Trump’s calls, but have not gone
as far with the information as the Chinese officials
who are creating lists of Trump’s top advisees
with the hopes of influencing them. The president
denies that he uses personal phones, saying that
he only uses one government cell phone and not
very often. However, reports from The New York
Times, American Intelligence agencies, and other
investigative teams say otherwise.
EU BANS SINGLE USE PLASTIC - The Parliament
of the European Union voted to ban some single
use plastics, including straws and cutlery, and cut
back on others in an effort to reduce the large
volume of plastic that enters the ocean every day.
The European Parliament was overwhelmingly in
favor of the plastic ban, with a final vote of 571 to
53. This decision adds to the global push to lessen
plastic waste; currently eight million tons of plastic
a year are dumped into the ocean. The long-term
goals of the legislation include a complete ban on
plastic cutlery, straws, balloon sticks, and cotton
buds by the 2021, a reduction of 25 percent in
single use food boxes, and a reduction ofcigarette
filters containing plastic by 50 percent by 2025
and 80 percent by 2030.
FAR RIGHT LEADER JAIR B0LS0NAR0 WINS
BRAZILIAN PRESIDENCY - On Sunday Oct. 28,
far-right candidate Jair Bolsonaro was elected
as Brazilian president over Fernando Haddad.
Bolsonaro won with 55.1 percent of the vote. His
opponent, Haddad, was representing the Workers’
Party. Bolsonaro’s Opponents are worriedthat this
victory could be a threat to human rights and the
environment. Bolsonaro plans to develop further
in the Amazon rainforest, and environmental
groups around the world worry about the impact
this will have on indigenous people, as well as
the global climate. The election was charged with
violence from both sides; the candidates used
aggressive rhetoric that incited violence in the
streets. Bolsonaro believes that the country is “at
a crossroads” and democracy is “at risk,” and he
believes that his election will be important for the
country ofBrazil.
Bailee can be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com.
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CAPS’ GROWING UNAVAILABILITY FOR SEATTLE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Asma Gaba
Staff Writer
As the school year intensifies,
Seattle University’s Counseling
and Psychological Services (CAPS)
continues to receive a high number of
appointment requests. Unfortunately,
due to the small size of CAPS and the
growing student population, students
may have to wait up to four weeks for
an appointment.
CAPS and their professional team
of licensed clinicians are focused
on assisting students who are facing
struggles. Their goal is to empower
students in their campus life and teach
them how to cope with college life.
The services they provide are free for
all enrolled students.
The number of students seems to
be overpowering the resources that
the school is able to offer. New and
current students alike find the lack of
availability exasperating, given that
CAPS is a resource on campus that is
spoken about constantly, especially in
campus tours and orientations.
Rowan Levelle, a fourth-year
double major in biology and public
affairs expressed frustration at CAPS’
unavailability. They were concerned
about the lack of expansion in school
resources, especially in regards to the
steady growth of student population
at Seattle U.
When Levelle had tried utilizing
their services, they were met with
many obstructions. They attempted
to receive a referral through CAPS’
site, but were disappointed when they
found out most links were broken.
Eventually, they got an appointment
with CAPS and were disappointed
with the services theyreceived. Levelle
spoke about how CAPS specializes in
offering short term assistance with
a fixed amount of sessions per year
per student.
CAPS offers all Seattle U students
10 therapy sessions per year, but
with the growing concern of space
and availability, Levelle questioned
if students would be able to take
advantage ofthose sessions. Although
the lack of availability does have
logistical reasoning behind it, Levelle
said they were baffled that there
hasn’t been significant change for this
recurring problem.
“I felt like I was being interviewed,”
Levelle said. “With only 10 sessions,
they don’t have time for you to get
comfortable or even for them to help
you unpack what you’re feeling.”
Levelle made it clear that it was not
the counselors who should receive
scrutiny for these problems. In fact,
they said that the counselors were
helpful and supportive, but they were
restrained by the framework that
CAPS is held by.
Even when CAPS is fully booked,
therapists are still available to students
who are in crisis during their urgent
care hours. Urgent care hours are at
10 a.m. and 3 a.m. Monday-Friday.
However, many students have issues
with the emergency hours, citing
that the hours may not work with
their schedules, nor do they provide
adequate help for when they are
in crisis.
Fourth-year student Ash Vera has
had personal experience with CAPS
and their inaccessibility to students in
crisis. They also spoke of the limited
emergencyhours.
“While it’s, great that CAPS offers
time for students to drop in and
receive help it also forces individuals
to wait to need help until this time,”
Vera said.
Vera is the founder of the Healing
Trauma Collective, a new student-
run organization whose goal is to
provide spaces for students who need
to decompress. The Healing Trauma
Collective also aims to work at the
administrative level to enact change
for mental health services at Seattle U.
“The Healing Trauma Collective
will take a serious look at campus
resources and the way they impact
students,” Vera said.
The Student Health Center (SHC)
is Seattle U’s on-campus healthcare
facility for students and could be
another alternative solution for
students who have trouble meeting
with CAPS. Director of Student
Health Tara Hicks offered a more in-
depth description of the mental health
assistance the SHC is able to offer in
an email statement.
“Although the Student Health
Center cannot offer the services that
CAPS does, our nurse practitioners
are available to students who would
like to discuss resources, assess
lifestyle habits, and/or explore the
option of medication to help manage
their symptoms of anxiety and/or
depression,” Hicks wrote. “A student
OCTOBER 31,2018
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should be able to schedule this type
of an appointment within a week and
usually closer to three days.”
Moreover, Hicks recommended
scheduling an appointment with the
Campus Ministers if a student is in
need of confidential guidance. The
Campus Ministers are available to all
students, regardless of faith or non-
faith identities. Hicks encouraged
students to make an appointment to
speak with the ministers for any issues
that they are struggling with.
The consensus between Levelle and
Vera was that they believe that CAPS
is in need ofadministrative support as
well as additional staff in order to help
the Seattle U student population.
“I remember saving my emotional
breakdowns until emergency hours
were open,” Vera said. “Overall, I think
the root problem to be that CAPS is
underfunded and understaffed, and
their team and organization needs
more support.”
Asma may be reached at
agaba@su-spectator.com
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HOSSEINI AND JAN TRANSLATE THEIR AFGHANI IDENTITIES INTO ACTIVISM
Asma Gaba
Staff Writer
Khaled Hosseini, an internationally
acclaimed author, and Razia Jan,
the president and founder of Razia’s
Ray of Hope, brought a full house to
Seattle University’s Pigott Auditorium
to speak about the activism they
have contributed to Afghanistan.
The conversation was moderated by
Sonora Jha, the associate dean for
Academic Community of the College
of Arts and Sciences.
Hosseini has written “The Kite
Runner,” “A Thousand Splendid Suns,”
and “And the Mountains Echoed.” His
novels are all at least partially set in
Afghanistan, where Hosseini himself
was born.
In addition to sharing his writings,
Hosseini spoke to the audience
about his philanthropic efforts in
Afghanistan with Razia Jan. As the
founder and president of the Razia’s
Ray of Hope Foundation, Jan aims
to empower girls and young women
through education in Afghanistan.
Jan and Hosseini’s relationship
stemmed from their shared Afghani-
American identities and the
support they provide one another
in their work. They both said their
humanitarian work in Afghanistan
is mostly informed by their own
experiences and feelings as Afghani
immigrants themselves.
Hosseini’s current humanitarian
efforts are conducted through his
most recent book “Sea Prayer,”
published on September 2018. “Sea
Prayer” was inspired by the drowning
of Alan Kurdi in the Mediterranean
Sea in 2015. The proceeds from the
book will go to both The Khaled
Hosseini Foundation and the United
Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR).
Additionally, he has made several
trips to countries such as Afghanistan,
Iraq, and Lebanon to participate in the
UNHCR’s efforts to help refugees.
“I came here in 1980,” Hosseini
said. “I came here as a refugee. That’s a
great transformative event in your life,
so that informs my writing, it informs
6 NEWS
my work through the foundation, and
even more directly, it informs what I
do for the UN Refugee Agency.”
Jan shared Hosseini’s desire to
provide aid to their home country.
Razia’s Ray of Hope believes that
the education and empowerment of
women is the solution to create change
for Afghani people in the future. Jan
emphasized thather work comes from
an understanding of goodness and a
hope in humanity.
“It has to be within you that you
want tomake lifebetterfor everybody,”
Jan said. “I think that there are ways
to do good in the world and make
people aware.”
Jan’s work is focused on young girls
and women, which intersects with
Hosseini’s second novel “A Thousand
Splendid Suns,”whose main characters
are two women in Afghanistan.
Hosseini went back to Afghanistan in
2003 —the first time he had been back
since 1976. He spent two weeks in
the country and eventually found his
inspiration for the book.
“I learned so much from the
human standpoint about what had
been going on with girls and women
in Afghanistan that I knew from the
news,” Hosseini said. “But actually
walking through the streets of Kabul
and talking to people, talking to
women and girls and hearing their
struggles gave me such a deeper
understanding of those women
in Afghanistan.”
Jessica McKeirnan, a second-year
creative writing major, attended the
event as part of her Intercultural
Literature course. As a creative writer
herself, she sees Hosseini’s works as a
vulnerable piece offiction. McKeirnan
believes the reason for Hosseini’s
success is that even if he is writing
about such niche identities, at the end
of the day, it’s a story about humanity.
“He does a really good job in
bringing out the humanity in people
and reminding you of it,” McKeirnan
said. “Like he said, ‘it’s cheesy,
but it’s true; we’re all part of the
same community.’”
.With some introspection and
consideration of Jan’s foundation
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Khaled Hosseini, A Thousand Splendid Suns author and Razia Jan, founder of
Razia’s Ray ofHope Foundation, visit and speak atSeattle U on Oct. 27,2018.
on the state, McKeirnan said that
Hosseini’s characters remind her that
there are people that need her help in
the world. McKeirnan read Hosseni’s
book “The Kite Runner” when she was
in middle school, and she said she was
moved after hearing Hosseini speak
about his personal inspiration for
the story.
“It’s a fictionalized platform, but it’s
veryreal at the same time,” McKeirnan
said. “They could be non-fiction. The
characters are made up, but they could
be real.”
After a lengthy discussion on stage
about the work Jan and Hosseini
do for Afghanistan, Jha ended the
moderated discussion by asking the
panelists to answer a question: “What
is your hope for America?”
“I keep in my mind this idea of
America that my father had, which
was why he brought us here in the
first place,” Hosseini said. “Where we
could live here as equals and have
opportunity and be given the chance
to make something of ourselves.”
Asma may be reached at
agaba@su-spectator.com
COLLEGE SCIENCE FAIR SHOWCASES STUDENT RESEARCH
Sophia Wells
News Editor
While typically host to a few animal
skeletons behind glass and rushed
students cramming data into their
notebooks in between classes, the
Bannan atrium was abuzz with a
new type of anticipation. Seattle
University’s College of Science and
Engineering gathered on Oct. 26
as students presented the results of
their summer research at the STEM
Research Showcase.
Chair of the Chemistry Department
Joe Langenhan was excited for the
opportunity for students to share their
work and passionswith the rest of the
Seattle U community.
“It’s kind of the culmination of our
summer research program and sort
of a celebration, too, of the way in
which we use research so effectively to
promote student learning,” he said.
All programs of the college were
represented at the showcase, with
projects ranging from studies on
viruses and algae in lakes around
Seattle, to an investigation of the
accuracy of 3D printers. The students
created posters to present their
projects to faculty and fellow students
along the corridor of the atrium.
The students researchers stayed
on campus throughout the summer,
as they worked on their projects
alongside a faculty mentor and other
students. Though they were guided
by their faculty mentor, students
had the freedom and opportunity to
direct themselves as they formulated
a hypothesis and process for
their investigation.
Professor Langenhan said that
faculty in the college are keen to
recognize that research is unique in its
ability to enrich students’ classroom
knowledge of scientific principles
and concepts.
“All the faculty who are here at SU
are here because we really enjoy using
research as the ultimate teaching tool,”
he said. “It’s this great place where we
can challenge students, we can give
you relevant skills, and we can act as
partners together learning experience
for a budding young scientist.”
Junior Mechanical Engineering
majors Erica Goodman and Sahm
Noorfeshan worked with Professor
Greg Mason over the summer to
develop a device to test a machine
that would read air quality in mines.
They appreciated the opportunity to
develop their own plan of action.
“Faculty involvement was actually
pretty nice. He was just doing his own
thing because he still had other things
going on,” Noorfeshan said. “But he
would set us up with what we had to
do, and then he justkind of let us go.”
Biology Department Chair W.
Lindsay Whitlow echoed this
sentiment. He said that many of his
fellow faculty members chose Seattle
U specifically because research
opportunities are more accessible for
undergraduate students at smaller
schools, as opposed to larger schools
where graduate or post-doctoral
students typically take the lead
in projects.
Whitlow said that undergraduate
research experience gives students a
huge advantage in the future—even
if they are not pursuing a career in
research—because it demonstrates an
ability to self direct and adapt.
“Whether it’s a graduate program in
biology or a pre-professional program
in medicine or even working in a
biotech locally, the difference-maker
in getting that position isn’t your
grades, it’s [if] you do research when
you were a student,” Whitlow said.
“Because that’s the strongest indicator
to someone who’s going to take you
on: that you know how to do science.”
Junior Marine and Conservation
Biology major Diana Dimarco has
worked onvarious research projects at
Seattle U and plans to attend graduate
school. She said she found research
to be a helpful tool to enhance her
skills and learn how to solve her
own problems.
Langenhan said that the showcase
is a remarkable event in that it shows
that research is essential and present
across all STEM majors.
“I like the poster session too,
OCTOBER 31,2018
because it’s cross departmental.
These boundaries that we’ve set
up—chemistry, biology—they’re
all conventions. We’re all scientists
just asking questions and answering
them,” Langehan said.
Junior Biochemistry majors
Paul Goo and Suamya Jain worked
with Whitlow on their project
and encouraged students to get
involved in research early in their
undergraduate career.
“As soon as you find a subject you’re
interested in, just meet with those
professors because they’re not that
scary,” Jain said.
Whitlow expressed hope that
underclassmen could gain exposure to
research methods or inspiration from
the showcase.
“We’ve been trying to figure out
ways to encourage first or second
year students to come and see what
they could do further along in their
academic careers,” said Whitlow.
“It’s a great celebration of what’s
been done but it’d be great to inspire
other students.”
Sophia may be reached at
swells@su-spectator.com
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THE NEGLECTED FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT OF SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
Bailee Clark
Staff Writer
On the edge of campus, in a modest
building, sits the fine arts department
of Seattle University. In recent years,
the programs budget has been cut and
the number of classes offeredhas been
reduced. This has led to fewer classes
being offered and even professors
leaving. Students have also been
impacted, and on-campus resources
are limited.
Susan Palmer taught guitar classes
at Seattle U for 12 years, but at the end
of 2018, she decided to quit teaching
at Seattle U, mostly because of the
general cuts to the department.
“I noticed that some professors
were not there, and I heard that
some different classes were not being
offered anymore,” Palmer said. “It
seemed like the music program was
not developing; it seemed like it was
being reduced.”
Palmer talked to professors from
other departments around the campus
and found that nobody seemed to
know how decisions about the budget
and resource allocations were made.
Seattle Us budget is enrollment and
tuition-dependent, meaning that the
majority of its revenue comes from
students’ tuition.
“Because the university’s revenue
is tuition-driven, more focus and
funding will be allocated to colleges
with the most students,” Director of
University Budgets Ivette Serna said.
Serna is unsure of the exact reason
why cuts were made to the Fine Arts
department, but said that it could
be related to the cost of operating
the department.
However, some students feel that
despite there being a lot of interest
in music and art classes, they are
inaccessible to non-fine arts students.
Senior Communications major Marc
Gleckman said that it has been difficult
to find support from the university in
his musical pursuits.
“I would say that one of the most
frustrating things I have ever had
to go through in my life is trying
to get support for music at Seattle
8 NEWS
University,” Gleckman said.
He has been producing music and
DJing for seven years and plans to
continue. Gleckman said that he
has gotten to where he is today by
finding resources himself, because
the university did not present
these resources.
“I know that they do not show off
the nice recording studio that we
have in the Fine Arts building to new
students, and when they find out, they
get really excited and say, ‘why was
this not part of the tour?”’ Gleckman
said. “The way the school pictures it
is that either you go into college as
a confirmed music major and you
get shown those resources, or you
are not.”
Gleckman sought out resources
on campus, such as fellow student
musicians, the Media Production
Center, and the recording studio in
the Fine Arts building, and he found
a community to collaborate with. He
encourages other students who want
to make art or music to do the same.
“If you are a musician and are
interested in getting resources or help,
I would say KXSU is one of the best
places you can go, not because they
will teach you, but because you will be
in the right community to help you,”
Gleckman said. “That is the big thing
for me, finding community.”
Gleckman also encouraged students
to attend theater productions, KXSU
shows, and other events hosted by the
theater and arts community.
While it may be a struggle to find
artistic support on campus, there are
other places students can turn to.
Palmer, for example, opened a guitar
studio in Capitol Hill a litde over
a year ago and hosts special guest
workshops. She said that students do
not have to look far to find resources
and support.
“We are in Capitol Hill, and we have
a thriving arts community,” Palmer
said. “I do not think it is too hard to
find places and people for inspiration
and collaboration.”
Palmer said that students should
make connections and find resources
outside of school because that is how
it will be upon graduation. Palmer
encourages students to follow their
passion in art because she believes art
makes the world a betterplace.
“I think it is really important to
have the experience of creating art,
to collaborate with other people
and figure out how we are going to
make this world a better place and
how to deal with all of the really
hard emotions that we have to deal
with,” Palmer said. “To me it is the
blood. You cannot do anything else
without it.”
Bailee may be reached at
bclark@su-spectator.com
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STILL SAYING CHARLEENA LYLES’ NAME AT MORAL MONDAY
Josh Merchant
News Editor
Since the murder of Charleena Lyles
at the hands of police in 2017, her
cousin Katrina Johnson has taken
action to address police brutality in
the city of Seattle, working personally
with police precincts and helping draft
legislation that will be on the ballot
this November.
To kick off their series of Moral
Mondays events for the year, the
Office ofMulticultural Affairs (OMA)
brought Johnson and her work to
Seattle University on Oct. 29.
These events consisted of a personal
conversation in the OMA lounge in
the afternoon, as well as a larger event
featuring former mayoral candidate
Nikkita Oliver in the evening.
Beyond those two events, Johnson
also spoke with the university
administration about how to ensure
that Seattle U engages with its
surrounding community as positively
as possible.
At the afternoon event, Johnson
talked about the work she does to
both address what happened to her
cousin as well as how to ensure that
it doesn’t happen again. In her work,
she collaborates with police to come
up with solutions to police brutality
and allot resources for the police to
improve their work.
“I think it takes people on the
outside-in fighting for change, and
sometimes it takes people on the
inside out fighting for change,”
Johnson said. “I’m gonna be on the
inside-out, fighting to tear down a
system that historically has been in
place to oppress people.”
Johnson has also worked on Ballot
Initiative 940, which will give police
officers training in first aid and
mental health, as well as change some
Washington-specific legal language
thatshe argues allows officers to escape
accountability when they kill civilians.
Under current law, officers have to
have previously planned to shoot a
civilian in order to be convicted of
deadly force—Washington state is the
only state with this stipulation.
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Katrina Johnson, cousin andfamily spokesperson of Charleena Lyles, accompanied by activist Nikkita Oliver, speaking on
Lyles’ life, legacy, and impact on the Seattle community.
In working with police brutality,
Johnson spoke to the importance of
reaction versus response.
“They expect you to be reactive
and they’ll trigger that response or
that action on purpose so that no
one’s actually paying attention to
what you’re really trying to say, but
only what you’re actually doing,”
Johnson said. “When you don’t react
to something, it shows the power and
the genius within yourself that you
can hold a response that is actually
going to be completely different from
what they expect you to do.”
Director of OMA Jimmy McCarty
also spoke to the power of language in
these conversations.
“The north precinct killed your
cousin. Your cousin was murdered.
I’ve heard that language used,”
McCarty said. “Often what we see in
news reports is ‘there’s been an officer-
involved shooting,’ and so we don’t
hear that someone has been killed or
murdered, and we don’t have an agent
ofthat action. It’s all passive language.”
McCarty said that an important
part ofthe conversation around police
brutality is shifting the narrative to
voice that tragedy, and he pointed
out how Johnson deliberately used
that language.
“Call a thing a thing. Murder is
murder is murder is murder. If the
first two shots were in my cousin’s
back, you’ve murdered her,” Johnson
said. “I just take ownership in that,
and I’m unapologetic about it.”
As far as how this event previews
the work that OMA does throughout
the year, Assistant Director Tyrone
Brown said that it brings Seattle U
into conversation withthe community
around it.
“Seattle University is amicrocosm of
Seattle,” he said. “Thereare progressive
and liberal things that it doesand then
there are other things that are like ‘okay
this is just about the status quo and it’s
as much about white supremacy and
racism and oppression’.. .thatall exists
here on campus.”
In this way, Seattle U students can
engage the racism and hatred they
encounter on campus as a way to
engage with the city as a whole.
To continue this engagement
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throughout the year, OMA will host
Moral Mondays throughout the year,
as well as a new Queer Prom and
Queer Thanksgiving. Beyond events,
OMA plans to start a food pantry
and offer more services both for
undocumented students and students
with disabilities.
Ultimately, Brown said that
everything OMA does ties into its end
goal of pushing the university to live
up to its social justice mission.
“We advocate, we educate, and we
connect,” Brown said. “It happens
through the trainings, workshops,
and panels that people ask us to do...
so in that context, we’re really about
supporting our social justice mission,
and Moral Mondays is a reflection
of that.”
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■ s the first month of school
Incomes to a close and
Mmidterms begin, the
Student Government of Seattle
University [SGSU] elects new
members to their council. While
only seven members of the
council have been finalized,
interviews for the positions
of President, Vice President
of University Affairs, Athletic
Representative, and Non-
Traditional Representative are
currently being held. The results
are expected to be announced
either on Halloween or
shortly after.
"We have a very diverse group
of candidates," Jess Juanich
said, the interim SGSU President
and current Executive Vice
President. "It has been a little
challenging that we were not in
the traditional sense. We have
done some appointments and
some elected positions. But all
in all. . .the team has been very
supportive during the interview
process for our candidates."
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interim student boby president
FIRST YEAR REPRESENTATIVES
Among these newly elected
officials are Marrakech Maxwell,
Co-First Year Representative with
Alvaro Vasquez.
"The biggest priority for me is
building a community," Maxwell
said. "I think a lot of people think
that their voice doesn't really
matter and it's really easy to think
that with the bigger election going
on. I think it's important to be
someone who is open and willing
to discuss ideas, even if they are
different to yourown."
Vasquez elaborated on this by
saying, "As freshmen, especially
when people come to college,
they come with. . .little or no
friends. . .they come from a lot of
different places in the world. . .1
think that trying to., being a really
inclusive community.. .1 think that's
the highest priority, especially as
freshmen representative. For me,
Sadie Reich
students with disabilites representative
Nhi Amy Nguyen
internatinal representativ
it is just about making sure that
people have fun."
A similarity between these two
co-chairs is their desire to involve
all students, regardless of their
political affiliations.
"I just want to create bridges for
everyone to talk," Maxwell said.
"[I want to have] an emphasis
on including people who have
a harder time being able to talk
about what they care about." She
went on to highlight the council's
willingness to break barriers in
order to connect with the entire
student body.
"There are people who have
different values and opinions here.
And it's hard when the majority
is very strongly worded about
their opinions to feel that you are
okay and that you are in a safe
space to express those things,"
Maxwell said.










"In high school, I held a lot of
leadership positions. I was a peer
leader, what we called it at my
school — as seniors you helped
all the incoming freshmen adjust
to their schedules.. .[and] for the
last four years I've worked on a
youth board in Boulder County,"
Maxwell said.
Vasquez has similar leadership
experience being the president
of his school's theater program.
"One of the rules I made for
myself was [to] be willing to
try everything at least once,"
Vasquez said. "One of the things
I hate most in life is regret. . .
you can change things in the
present and in the future, but
when it comes to regret... it's
that feeling that there is nothing
I can do about it, what is done
is done."
CONNOR SLAVEY • THE SPECTATOR
Being a part of SGSU is
Vasquez's way to be a part of
every aspect of Seattle U and
to connect with more people
that he may not have gotten the
chance to meet otherwise.
JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE
Erika Ozawa is Seattle U's new
Junior Representative. In this
role, she will be in charge of
representing the Seattle U Class
of 2020 and expressing their
concerns to the administrators
of the university. One of the main
issues that she will be focusing
on during the coming year is
boosting students' enthusiasm
for school events.
"I feel that mainly it is about
school spirit," Ozawa said. "And
one of the things that I feel,
especially as a junior, I feel sort
of not as close to the campus
as I did my freshman and
sophomore years."
Ozawa plans to connect
upperclassmen to Seattle U's
campus life through a variety
of different community building
activities such as scavenger
hunts and conversations.
"Our school does really well
on professional building. . .But
then the community portion
is also part of our whole self.
So I feel like we need more
community building types of
events on campus," Ozawa said.
In order to address these
concerns, Ozawa is committed
to making the SGSU council a
welcoming environment here to
express the students' opinions.
By doing this, Ozawa will be
able to be the spokesperson for
her constituents on campus and
be able to amplify the voice of
all students.
"I really feel like helping plan
school events that involve the
school community...That is the
main complaint that I hear from
people on campus is that they
don't feel like the student's
voice is heard in lots of events
and school things," Ozawa said.
TRANSFER REPRESENTATIVE
Chung-Jen Chen, more
commonly referred to as CJ, will
be representing transfer students
on the SGSU council throughout
this coming year.
"I want to bring change to
campus," Chen said. "I also want
people to know that SGSU is there
for the people...we don't want
people to be intimidated."
Chen grew up in Taiwan before
moving to Tacoma, Wash. He
went to community college there
before transferring to Seattle U.
This experience gave him a much-
needed perspective into the
unique issues that his constituents
would face as transferstudents.
"My number one priority would
be to focus on [the students']
needs...And for the transfer
students...that they have an easier
time to adjust to a new school,"
Chen said.
INTERNATIINAL REPRESENTATIVE
Nhi [Amy] Nguyen is Seattle U's
International Representative for
the 2018-2019 school year. As
an international student from
Vietnam, Nguyen wants to use her
experience to help herconstituents
and fellow international students.
"Being a campus leadership,
I enjoy listening to the student
body concerns and difficulties,"
Nguyen said. "(I can) combine
these all, sharing with my personal
experience, to implement positive
and meaningful changes."
Nguyen is a transfer student
from South Seattle College, where
she was an active member in the
community. Her prior leadership
experiences involve being an
advocate for the South Seattle
College Tenure Committee and
the Public Relations officer for the
Women In STEM club.
"I would like to host events
where students can learn from
each other, such as Trivia game
show, or events about the cultures
of countries around the world,"
said Nguyen. "I also want to open
a small workshop every quarter to
help students overcome anxiety
and pressure to study at school."
STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
REPRESENTATIVE
Sadie Reich will be representing
students with disabilities in this
year's SGSU council. As a third
year student at Seattle University,
Reich is knowledgeable of the
different services that the school
offers students with disabilities.
"A lot of people don't even
know that we have a disabilities
program, to begin with," Reich
said. "It's just the way life is, if you
are not someone who suffers from
disabilities or has someone close
to you [who is], it's not necessarily
something that is on your radar. I
think just general awareness is the
first step to get things rolling."
One of the ways that Reich
plans to make this goal happen
is connecting with the Students
for Disability Justice club. This
club, though lesser known, has
been involved with coordinating
different events on campus such
as their annual "Disabled and
Proud photo campaign" and
hosting intersectional picnics.
"I hope that [the SGSU council]
would be one that is known for
considering a lot of different
perspectives," Reich said. "It's
most important to me that the
council is coming from all these
different places, we have all of
these different representatives for
a reason, and I think that it is really
important that we represent the
diversity of our campus, even if we
are a small council."
AT-LARGE REPRESENTATIVE
The person in charge of ensuring
that the other representatives'
plans get organized and
communicated to the respective
members of the council is the At-
Large Representative—Graham
Wielgos. He has been elected
As a whole, the 2018-2019
SGSU council has a shared vision
of being a group that Seattle U
students can rely on. The new
members are dedicated to
communicating with all students
on campus. While office hours
have not yet been decided for
the individual council members,
they are already beginning
to discuss upcoming events
and how to best serve their
new constituents.
Taylor may be reached at
tmckenzie@su-spectator.com
to represent the Seattle U
student body in this way,
and he is excited to take on
the challenge.
"I really wanted to find a way
to get to know the student
body and help out with their
concerns. I think that my
previous experience makes me a
good person to work on SGSU,"
Wielgos said.
Wielgos is familiar with the
stress involved in ensuring that
a shared goal comes to life.
Throughout high school, he
worked as the president of a
student-run theatre company.
"I'm really excited to go to
all the SGSU events and help
plan those," Wielgos said. "I
think that around the holiday
season, we're gonna have a lot
of fun. They have some great
things planned already and I am
excited to be a part of that."
In addition to planning events,
Wielgos is enthusiastic about
the prospect of connecting
with students and groups on
campus while working on future




PUMPKINS, PUPPIES, AND PLENTY MORE
AdrianaAlejandrez
StaffPhotographer
Arguably one of the best events of
the Halloween season, Barktoberfest
blessed Seattle once again for the
third year in a row.
Downtown Dog Lounge hosted
the event, bringing hundreds of pups
and their humans to Van Horst Plaza
for a spooktacular time. Being the
Downtown Dog Lounges biggest
event of the year, the plaza and
surrounding block were reserved
exclusivelyfor the event.
With a friendand camera in tow,
not emotionally prepared for what
was to come, I was on my way to
Barktoberfest.Walking into the event
was almost impossible because of
all the costume-clad dogs strutting
around. From a Great Dane dressed
as a spider, to a Labrador dressed as
an Amazon Echo, there were dogs of
all shapes and sizes brought together
for a wholesome Halloween party.
The plaza itselfwas decoratedwith
large inflatable monsters, skeletons,
and plenty of dog art. There were
tents set up with a variety of things
to check out including adoptable
dogs through Dogs Gone Seattle,
which is a great local no-kill dog
rescue organization. Aside from
being surroundedby so many pet-
able dogs, the best activities included
the outdoor photo studio and the
Haunted Garden for dogs.
I checked out the Haunted Garden
first because it had a massive 10 foot
tall Babadook guarding its entrance.
The garden was decorated to look
like a haunted cemetary mixed with a
dog play pen. I stood in awe watching
owners lead their dogs through the
dog tube or in frontof a haystack to
pose for a pic, probably for the gram.
At one point the garden was full of
dogs causing a ruckus so I went to
check out more activities.
The outdoorphoto studio included
a spooky-themed backdrop in
addition to boxes filled with a variety
of dog costumes and wigs for owners
to choose from. My friend and I
watched for a good 20 minutes as
dogs got dressed up—some less
enthusiastic than the others—to get
their photos taken. Notable dog-dress
included donuts, hot dogs, a Chinese
take out box, a lion and a viking pup.
Seattle has more dogs than
children, and going to Barktoberfest
made that face a reality. Whether
you have a dog or not, the annual
Barktoberfest is a must see event for
all dog lovers. Forget the loud music
and rowdy people ofevery other
Halloween parties. Go to a dog party
ADRIANA ALEJANDREZ • THE SPECTATOR
Downtown Dog Lounge hosts its third
Barktoberfestforpups and theirpeople.
and pet some pooches. You wont
regret it.
Adrianamay be reached at
aalejandrez@su-spectator.com
ADRIANA ALEJANDREZ • THE SPECTATOR
Doggie donuts are just a few of the canine costumesfeatured at this year’s Bark-
toberfest.
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incorporates three classic horror
movie tactics—jump scares, suspense,
and gore—to jolt you out of your seat
and create an exhilarating movie that
petrifies any audience.
The original “Halloween”
revolutionized the horror genre,
creating new and inventive ways to
frighten it’s audience. Some prime
example would be the protagonist
tripping with each step she takes and
struggling to escape from Michael’s
kitchen knife. We see tactics like these
repeated over and over in modern
horror films
As Michael Myers hunts down
the protagonist, it causes ones
heart to race and to body tremble,
injecting a sense ofhorror that
horror fans all know and crave with
numerous jumpscares that make
us uncontrollably flounder in our
seats. Throughout the movie, gore
acted as an amplifier to the other
horror movie tactics. After Michael
gruesomely murders his victims,
the camera will pan to reveal
the destruction that has ensued:
skulls smashed-in, jaws ripped off,
decapitated heads turned into jack-o-
lantern; Myers sure is a creative guy.
Viewers who have seen any of the
previous “Halloween” films will be
able to understandvarious references,
but it is not essential to be familiar
with the overarching story. Still, fans
of the original will be greeted by the
same cast, some recreated scenes, and
call backs to famous jokes. The only
plot line that will confuse newbies
is the connection between Laurie,
played by Jamie Lee Curtis, and
Michael Myers.
In the original “Halloween,” you
learn that Laurie was tormented by
Michael one Halloween night when
she was a teenager. He murdered
all of her friends and attempted
to murderher as well. This are
important details for valuable
information to viewers without any
context.
One of the film’s critical flaws is a
lack of diversity amongst the cast. All
of the main characters are white and
most of the secondary characters are
as well. There are a few “token” people
of color but no one with leading roles
in the movie.
Despite the lack of racial diversity,
I felt that woman were very well
represented in the film. Allyson—
Laurie’s granddaughter, played
by Andi Matichak—is strong,
independent, brave, and has a sense
ofhumor. Her mother and Laurie’s
daughter, Karen—played by Judy
Greer—shares many of the same
characteristics. Laurie, a woman
on a mission, wants Michael dead
and she is willing to do anything to
accomplish that. All three women
across the three generations join
together to a fight against work
together to fight against Michael. The
three generations join together to
create an unstoppable force against
the cold blooded killer.
This movie is not afraid to kill off
all your favorite characters. There
are a couple differentcomedic relief
characters who you are instantly feel
attached to and before you know it
then “bam”, one is dead. It is strange
how the characters in the movie
barely flinch when one of their close
friends or even family members are
brutally murdered.
Overall, “Halloween” is a great
movie to watch this spooky season.
It is no cinematic masterpiece, but
many of the most entertaining horror
films are not either. Plot, character
development, and themes are not as
crucial in movies like this. Audience
members who go to slasher films do
not need to judge a film as cinematic
art to still enjoy the shivers that run
down their spines.
Ifyou love violence and over-the-
top-thrills, be sure to payMichael
Myers a visit in a nearby theater.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
OCTOBER 31,2018
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CINNAHOLIC: TASTY DELIGHT OR FOODIE HYPE?
Alexandra Carrasco
Staff Writer
“We’re not your typical cinnamon roll
shop. In addition to being 100% vegan,
we offer more than your average
‘Old Fashioned’ roll.” According to
Cinnaholic’s website. “We have a
variety of different flavors that are
waiting to be explored, all made
with the highest quality ingredients
to tickle your taste buds. All of our
products are dairy & lactose-free, egg-
free and cholesterol-free.”
Shannon Michelle Radke is the
cinnamon roll connoisseur behind
Cinnaholic. She developed a passion
for animals in high school after
watching PETA’s “Meet Your Meat”
video and did not partake in science
class dissections. She switched to a
vegetarian diet and began working
in the veterinarian field before she
met Florian—the management brains
behind Cinnaholic—and transitioned
to an all-vegan diet to turn her baking
passion into a dream job.
Florian has a background in
brand marketing and helped create
successful brands with his former
creative agency in Berlin, Germany.
He moved to California in 2008 after
meeting Radke and now manages the
Cinnaholic marketing.
The vegan-friendly products and
equipment, while also being in a
100% dedicated vegan facility, use
baking sugars derived from beets.
Additionally, the marshmallow is
free of gelatin and other flavors are
flavored with fruit, spice, and plant-
derived oils.
However, Cinnaholic currently
does not offer any gluten-free items.
According to the Cinnaholic website,
“Our products are not intended for
those who suffer from serious gluten
related illnesses and we do not offer
gluten-free items at this time. As of
now, we do not have plans to expand
our menu to offer gluten-free items
any time in the near future.” This
was unfortunate as one of my friends
came in hopes of finding something
that was gluten-free and did not get to
experience Cinnaholic as a result.
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Originally from Berkeley, Calif.,
Cinnaholic currently has 29 locations:
24 in the U.S. and five in Canada.
With a new shop in Capitol Hill, the
company will have an additional pair
open in the heart of Seattle. The shop
opened this weekend and is located
next to QFC grocery on Pike and
Broadway.
At first glance, the location is
centralized in the busier part of
Capitol Hill. It is within range ofmany
other popular bars and restaurants in
the area and is conveniently located
for customers commuting of town
as well as for local housing nearby.
From Seattle University, it is about a
10-15-minute walk from the Seattle
University campus.
The walk-in shop is designed for a
grab-and-go type experience, as the
store is quite small and only offers
standing tables. As I entered the shop,
my friends and I were kindly greeted
and were offered descriptions of any
of the rolls.
I ordereda small assortment ofrolls:
a classic cinnamon roll, strawberry
with cream cheese frosting, a specialty
“cookie monster” roll, and a custom
Chai frosting and banana topping
roll. From the menu, it has a large
selection of 18 different frostings and
23 toppings, not including the various
seasonal and specialty rolls they offer.
They also offer bite-sized baby buns,
cinnacakes, and home-made fudge
brownies and chocolate cookies.
The service was fast, and we received
our rolls within a couple minutes.
A couple of customers that attend
Seattle U shared their thoughts about
the new store.
“It looks a little undercooked,
but I think that’s just because vegan
ingredients do not appear as golden.”
Seattle U senior Emi Montenegro
said about the banana cinnamon
roll. “The icing is really good, but the
roll tasted a little chewy and tough.
I am impressed on the thickness of
them and the frosting as they are
vegan ingredients.”
The pricing was confusing and is a
bit steep for a roll. It can total to six
dollars for a classic roll and specialty
MICHAEL OLLEE • THE SPECTATOR
Cinnaholics, Capitol Hill’s newest cinnamon roll joint, is located at 816 E Pike St.
rolls range up to 10 dollars, depending
on what additional toppings you get.
“It’s a bit doughy,” Seattle U senior
Grace Stewart stated. “The icing
presentation is also a little off. I can’t
taste that much cinnamon in it either.
The fact that it is all vegan though,
is impressive.”
Seattle U senior, Ariana Akiu,
commented after tasting the classic
and strawberry cinnamon roll.
“I like the strawberrycinnamon roll,
it is definitely sweeter and more fruity
rather than having a cinnamon taste.”
After hearing opinions from
several other customers and from
my experience, the dough is chewier
rather than crispy. The icing seems
poured over the rolls rather than
baked with the rolls and may leave
some areas of the roll without icing.
The fact that everything is from vegan
ingredients, the flavors are quite good
and taste very comparable to other
cinnamon rolls. There are plenty of
flavors to choose from, allowing for
new experienceswith everyvisit.
Alexandra may be reached at
acarrasco@su-spectator.com
CHOIR WARMS UP FOR FALL QUARTER WITH NEW DIRECTOR
Elizabeth Ayers
Staff Writer
Students and family members
gathered in the Chapel ofSt. Ignatius
on Oct. 26 to listen to the Seattle
University Choir’s first performance
under the new Director of Chorale
and Vocal Activities, Leann
Conley-Holcom.
The occasion for this choir
performance is the same every
year, Seattle U Family Week. This
year, however, the choir sang a
different tune.
The goal of this year’s Family
Weekendperformance was to educate
audience members about the process
ofhow a choir goes from auditions to
concert day.
“It’s just showcasing what we do
everyday,” Strategic Communications
major Laurel Mack-Wilson said,
a junior second soprano and first
alto. “Doctor Sherman [the previous
director] used to do a full concert,
which was beautiful, but it’s kind of
nice that we can just ease in.”
Insteadofa formal concert, Friday’s
choir performance featured audience
interaction, a public warm-up, and a
few sneak peeks into what this year’s
Christmas concert might sound like,
all accompaniedby Assistant Director
Lee Peterson.
“I was really proud of the students,”
Conley-Holcom said. “A performance
like that is kind of inherently
vulnerable to the performer because
they have to be . flexible and willing
to try new things in front of an
audience. It required both flexibility
and boldness from them.”
Conley-Holcom said that she has
had a very positive experience at
Seattle U and that she has felt warmly
welcomedand supported.
Conley-Holcom’s arrival isn’t the
only change in Seattle U’s choir,
however. There are also a lot of new
singers, many of themfirst-years, who
begun choir at the start ofthe quarter.
“There are a lot of timid faces,
especially with the new director—
which is to be expected—but I’m
already starting to see people come
out of their shells a little more,” Molly
Brown said, alto 1 section leader and
a junior double-majoring in political
science and public affairs.
Brown went on to describe changes:
in the larger Fine Arts department,
such as the addition of an MBA in
music. Conley-Holcom also said
that new classes more focused on
individual training are entering the
picture. Mack-Wilson spoke of a
more manageable workload being
implemented by both Conley-Holcom
and the Fine Arts department
this year.
Amidst all the transitions, many
things about Seattle U Choir remain
while they incorporate new aspects.
“There has been a really strong
legacy of singing here,” she said. “My
assistant director, Lee Peterson, has
been just wonderful and the person
to carry the torch...her flexibility,
enthusiasm, and institutional
knowledge has been very helpful.”
Peterson’s help and experience
have been invaluable during a period
with so much transition, as noted by
both Conley-Holcom and Brown.
Along with serving as Assistant
Director, Lee Peterson has also
served an accompanist, composer,
and transcriber here and has been
affiliated with Seattle U’s choir
since 1999.
“LP is always willing to lend
her musical knowledge and her
musical abilities to help the choir,”
Brown said.
As for goals this upcoming year,
Conley-Holcom says that she hopes
for the choir to learn new skills and
ways tobe creative, while maintaining
norms and traditions that have made
Seattle U’s choir shine.
“My emphasis as an educator is
on developing musicianship and
artistry,” she said. “There are a lot of
things that are still consistent from
my predecessors; I very much value
[their] legacy.”
Brown said she hopes to have a
greater sense of unity and confidence
as the year progresses.
“We talk a lotabout singingfor each
other, not just with each other,” she
said. “I’m definitely looking forward
to our choir coming together... it’s
really easy to see that everyone in
choir has so much talent and so
much potential.”
Mack-Wilson hopes that choir can
circulate its work and presence on
campus in order to show not only
parents, but also Seattle U students,
theirhard workand talent.
“I think we get a lot of buzz from
our families and community, but I
think students should know what
we do, that we are really good and
OCTOBER 31,2018
something to take pride in.”





“BAD TIMES AT THE EL ROYALE:” NOT GOOD OR BAD, JUST O.K.
Nicholas Loduca
Volunteer Writer
It’s easy to see where comparison’s
to Quentin Tarantino’s works come
from in concern to Drew Goddard—-
screenplay writer of “The Martian”
(2015) and writer and director of
“Cabin in the Woods” (2012) —
especially in his new film “Bad Times
at the El Royale.”
A group of strangers together in
a secluded area, told in chapters,
jumping between past and present—
sounds derivative does it not? That’s
what I thought going into the film
“Bad Times at the El Royale,” but
it stood up on it’s own better than I
thought it would.
The performances, across the
board, are fantastic. Jeff Bridges, as
Father Flynn, and Cynthia Erivo,
as struggling singer Darlene, are
especially impressive in emotional
scenes that will likely bring some
audience members to tears.
Chris Hemsworth is mesmerizing
as Billy Lee, a Manson-like cult
leader,and steals the show towards the
latter part of the film. The first hour
plays like a mystery thriller as the
audience tries to decipher the motives
of eachcharacter at the bi-state hotel.
The film does, however, falter in the
last half hour. Much of the first hour
is spent in mystery right from the get-
go with Nick Offerman’s character,
Felix, planting money in a hotel room.
From there, 10 years pass before
our characters enter the El Royale
with Bridges with Father Flynn and
Darlene meeting a colorful cast of
characters: Emily, played by Dakota
Johnson, Larami Sullivan, played
by Jon Hamm, and Miles, played by
Lewis Pullman.
Very quickly, secrets slowly come
out about each characterand the hotel
as well. The film has it all, with a hotel
of hidden passages, wired rooms,
two way mirrors, and characters
pulling out all the stops with accents
and wigs—it almost tries to be
over-the-top.
From a technical standpoint, “Bad
Times at the El Royale” is top notch.
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The cinematography is fantastic and
many shots linger on their subjects
and are meticulously put together.
Tracking shots and long takes with
Hamm in a hallway and Erivo singing
deserve particular praise.
Its purple and orange set design,
highlighting the difference between
California and Nevada, is also an
intriguing choice. And while there
are some quirks with half the hotel
being in California and the other in
Nevada, it’s largely forgotten as the
film goes on.
The script, while very good, could
have been snappier, and it would drag
more had the performances not been
as top notch.
But by far the biggest problem with
the film is its pacing,and this reviewer
is certainly not the only one who feels
that way.
Seattle University student Matthew
Grebert, who also saw the film, found
he had a hard time describing his
feelings about the about the film, and
he “feels so split on different parts of
the movies.”
Like myself, he enjoys the first hour
but became less interested as the film
progressed, and as he believes, became
less focused. Grebert enjoyed the
setup of film and how it introduced
information, particularly Jon Hamm’s
storyline. He felt the story already
had enough to it, and when a cult
shows up at the end of story, it “took
away from the main focus of story.”
As we saw it together, while we
walked back from the theatre we
talked extensively about the style
which the film was told through.
Each character was given their own
“chapter” where the audience would
learn their story.
Goddard sticks to this storytelling
model, almost to a fault. He takes
his time introducing some characters
to us, leaving them til the last half
hour, and their past completely takes
you out of the film and deflates the
tension, especially in an edge-of-
your-seat roulette scene.
I am slightly kinder to the last half
hour than Gerbert for one reason:
Chris Hemsworth. As out place as
his story may have felt to me as some
points, without him, the lasthalf hour
could have dragged this project down,
which it does not deserve.
All in all, Goddard’s film has a lot
going for it. Great performances,
cinematography, and direction, with
just a few story and pacing problems
that bring it down. There is enough
enjoyment and mystery here to keep
you engaged and guessing on how the
film will turn out. I was pleasantly
surprised to be proven wrong on how
derivative I thought it would be
The editormay be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
COURTESY OF 20TH CENTURY FOX
SPORTS
PETE FEWING EARNS 300TH WIN
Alexandra Carrasco
Staff Writer
Men’s Soccer Head Coach Pete Fewing
took home the game ball on Friday
Nov. 2 as the Redhawks defeated the
Universityof Texas Rio Grande Valley,
giving him his 300th career win as
a coach. Fewing is in his seventh
season as head coach of a Division I
programand his 25th season at Seattle
University. Fewing led the Redhawks
to their third WAC Championship
last year and went to the NCAA
tournament three times in five years.
“It makes you kind of reflect, we’ve
had a lot of great young men come
through during my time,” Fewing said.
“It’s one of those marker points where
you look at it and say, I am very lucky
to have this job.”
Fewing began his Seattle U career as
head coach in 1988 and won the 1997
HUMAN PERFORMANCE LAB LOOKING TO FUTURE
Kaela Takei
Staff Writer
The Human Performance Lab (HPL)
and the Seattle University Men’s
Soccer team have partnered over the
last four years.
The men’s soccer team investedover
$20,000 of their own funds in testing
equipment and tools for the HPL to
use in assessing the team’s fatigue,
injury prevention, and performance
enhancement. Since the soccer team
funded the products, the Kinesiology
Department agreed to let Sean
Machak, HPL supervisor, and his
interns, work with the men’s soccer
team to conduct testing, research, and
experiments to grow their knowledge
in applied exercise science.
“What we are doing really aligns
with Seattle University’s Kinesiology
Department mission. We want to be
a leader in the next generation and
this is an opportunity that we are
National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA) Championship and
the 2004 NCAA Division II National
Championship. Fewing earned coach
of the year honors in both 1997 and
2004 and earnedregional coach of the
year six times and Great Northwest
Athletic Conference coach of the year
three times.
Fewing was also the head coach of
the Kitsap Pumas of the Professional
Development League (PDL) in 2010
and 2011, aiding in the 2011 PDL
National Championship win in 2011.
The PDL is a developmental league for
North American soccer.
“Again, it’s the guys, we are so lucky
we are able to coach a lot of terrific
young men. 300 has snuck up pretty
quick, I don’t remember 200, but it’s
funand I am luckyto have the joband
be a part of this.”
Fewing has produced a number
really excited to be able to pursue,”
Machak said.
Junior men’s soccer player Julian
Avila-Good said that Machak has
been able to provide him with years of
data and explanationsbehind them.
“Sean gives us presentations and
explains all the data he gets so we
can understand it. He breaks it
down and compares our data to
data he has found all around the
world, for example, he compares
our beep test scores to professional
soccer teams.” Avila-Good gave an
example of a comparison.
“My beep test scores are above
average for the team, but compared
to the professional level they’re
just below. Sean then will tell
me what I need to do to reach
the professional level.”
Seattle U’s HPL is just beginning to
breakbarriersbetween thekinesiology
department and athletic department,
something Machak is excited about
of notable players in recent years,
coaching Nathan Aune, the first
Seattle U Men’s Soccer player to
earn the United Soccer Coaches
Scholar All-American First
Team honors award.
Fewing also coached Alex Roldan,
who became the first Redhawk to be
selected in the first round ofthe MLS
SuperDraft when the Seattle Sounders
picked him in 2018 with the 22nd
draft pick.
Under Fewing, Seattle U also
achieved a national-best 21 game
home win streak.
Last year, Seattle U was one of five
teams in Division I to have won 11
games recurrently for the past five
years. University of Denver, Acron,
Notre Dame, Clemson also fell into
this category from the 2017 season.
“We have won two national
championships, so those are
helping facilitate.
“I think there’s a tendency for
people who work in the applied world
to be a little intimidated, maybe
even skeptical, or overwhelmed
by science because it’s very
detailed and takes a long time to
understand,” Machak said.
The kinesiology department is in
the process of figuring out new ways
to work together, collaboratively, with
the athletics department and find
new ways to prevent injuries, decrease
fatigue, and improve performance.
“Like many of the other
collaborations that we’re working
towards I think there is definitely
room and breadth for a stronger
working relationship with the athletic
department. At this point in time
that’s probably about as much as I’m
going to be able to speak to,” Sarah
Schultz, Kinesiology department
chair said.
On the other hand, Matchak said
significant in my memory. We got over
the hump of beating Simon Frasier (3
national tites) in the NAIA and Seattle
Pacific University (5 national titles).
We are getting to the point where we
are beating those teams. The last two
games against Washington, we’ve won
three, lost two. Beating UCLA here
was spectacular, and any of the playoff
games are showing how historic the
program is becoming.”
Pete Fewing and the Redhawks will
finish out their season on the road
at San Jose State before returning
home as Seattle U hosts the WAC
tournament Nov. 7 through the 11 at
Championship Field.
Alexandra may be reached at
acarrasco@su-spectator.com
that within the next couple of years
he sees the potential for new things
happenings within the kinesiology
department and HPL, in that theywill
not work with just the men’s soccer
team,but branch out to workwith the
athletic department as a whole and be
able to sit down with members of all
sides of athletics—athletic training
room personnel, team coaches,
strength and conditioning coaches,
and sports medicine doctors.
“I believe that exercise science,
while it is a young science, will grow
in increasing importance when you
consider preventive health care,”
Machak said.
Not much had been made official,
however, progressis slowlybeing made
on the kinesiology department’s end.
Byproviding knowledge and expertise
per their varying backgrounds, both
departments will hopefully be able
to help each individual athletic team
successfullyreach their top goals.
Kaela may be reached at
ktakei@su-spectator.com
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The Redhawks traveled to take on
Utah Valley University (UVU) on
Thursday, Oct. 25. Seattle University
started strong as they won the first
set with a score of 25-22, but the
Redhawks-could not hold onto this
lead in subsequent matches. UVU won
the next three sets with scores of 25-
20, 26-24, and 26-24. The final score
was UVU 3, Seattle U 1, bringing the
Redhawks’ record to 9-14.
On Saturday Oct. 27, the team
took on Grand Canyon University
(GCU). In the first set, GCU took
the lead and won 25-20. This would
not last, however, as the Redhawks
took the next three sets with scores
of 25-16, 25-20, and 25-20. Senior
Mila Duarte had a big day with a
total of 15 kills.




Seattle University Mens Soccer team
came out victorious this past weekend
as they topped University of Texas
Rio Grande Valley (UTRGV) and
Incarnate Word in Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) play.
It was a historic day Oct. 26 as
head coach Pete Fewing clinched his
300th career win against UTRGV. The
Redhawks started slow as UTRGV
found the back of the net in the
opening minutes of the game. Seattle
U wasn’t going down without a fight
as Hal Uderitz tied the game in the
10th minute. Noe Meza had the game-
winninggoal as he secured a Redhawk
win by scoring in the 66th minute.
“We lost two in a row, so to come
out and get back on track with a win
is good. I’m really proud of the guys,”
Head coach Pete Fewing said. “We
want tokeep the momentum going.”
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Soccer
On Saturday, October 27, Seattle U
traveled to take on UVU in their final
regular season game of the season. The
Redhawks went into the gameknowing
the importance ofthe matchup, as they
were fighting for the second seed in the
upcoming WAC tournament.
In the first half, Seattle U played a
strong offense, keeping possession of
the ball for much ofthe time. After 23
minutes ofplay, Holly Rothering stole
the ball and passed it to Jessie Ray,
who passed to Leaji Manthei. Manthei
scored, giving Seattle U a 1-0 lead. In
the second half, it was Manthei who
would again score, bringing the final
score to 2-0. The Redhawks earned
the second seed in WAC tournament
which begins Wednesday, Oct. 31.
Cross Country
On a foggy Saturday morning at
Jefferson Park Golf Course, the
Seattle U Women’s cross country
Two days later, the Redhawks took
to Championship Field for senior day
as they sent their seven seniors off
with a 3-1 win against Incarnate Word,
thus clinching their spot in the WAC
Tournament. Incarnate Word scored
in the first minute of the game. Julian
Avila-Good retaliated by scoring in
the 3rd minute. Uderitz, slid the ball
past the keeper in the 10th minute.
Finishing things off for the Redhawks
was Declan McGlynn who scored in
the 39th minute.
“This is the first step to the WAC
Tournament,” Junior midfielder Julian
Avila-Good said, “Right now, we’re
thinking one game at a time. I mean
obviously you have to be excited for
the WAC tournament at home, so I
think this is a really good step in the
right direction.”
Soccer plays their last game of the
regular season Friday, Nov. 2 at San
Jose State.
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Megan Delorey and Rachel Kastama
finishing in the Womens Cross Country
WAC Championships
team linedup at the start of the WAC
championships. The starter pistol
fired and the runners took off. The
Redhawk runners were fairly close to
one another in a pack for most of the
race; the six runners finished within
14 places of each other. The fastest
finish of the bunch was by sophomore
Megan Delorey, with a time of
Cross Country
Seattle U hosted the WAC Cross
Country Championships this past
weekend (Oct.27th). It was a foggy
morning at Jefferson Park, but that
didn’t stop senior Eli Boudouris and
graduate student Ben Monk from
making it to the podium and finishing
in the top ten.
“We came in seeded seventh and we
got third,” Head Coach Kelly Sullivan
said. “I wanted more for them, but
they’re workinghard.”
Boudouris earned First-Team All-
WAC and finished seventh overall
with a time of24:34.00. Monk followed
close behind as he was awarded
Second-Team All-WAC running a
24:39.40.
Boudouris spoke to the team’s
overall performance.
“This team has so much heart. We
came into this ranked seventh out
of eight for the coaches poll which
is insulting if nothing else. Getting
third as a team and running like a
22:19.20.
“We could have gone out a little
harder, but it was a solid race as a
pack,” Delorey said. “People do not
get to see how hard we work and all
the time, because it is kind of behind
the scenes, but I think that our team is
really good and well put together; we
all care so much for our sport so it is
great when we can perform well.”
Head Coach Kelly Sullivan says that
he wanted more for the team, but that
he is still proud of the team’s hard
work and results.
“They are working hard, and the
women’s conference is really tough,”
Sullivan said. “They all ran right at
their PRs, which is really good.”
The Redhawks finished in seventh
overall. On Nov. 9, the team will
run in NCAA West Regionals
in Sacramento, CA.
Bailee may be reached at
bdark@su-spectator.com
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Defender Ivory Randle IVfights off the
UIWoffense.
team, getting guys so close. We had
our fifth guy fall, which it happens,
its cross-country, but were just so
excited to have a place like that and
run as a team.”





Coming off of a thrilling 2017-
18 season, the Seattle University
Women’s Basketball team is ready
to begin the hard work required for
another successful season.
The Redhawks enter the season as
defending 2017-18 Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) Champions. The
Redhawks went into the conference
tournament as the number four seed,
making their wayto the championship
game. The odds were in their favor
as then sophomore guard Kamira
Sanders sank two free throws with
21.9 seconds remaining, sealing the
Redhawks’ 57-54 victory over Cal
State Bakersfield and punching their
ticket to the big dance. This was the
first time in Seattle U history that the
women’s basketball team had won the
WAC Tournament.
The teamtraveledto Eugene, Oregon
where they faced the University of
BOSTON BESTS THE WEST: WORLD SERIES RECAP
Alec Downing
Sports and Opinion Editor
The Boston Red Sox are the 2018
World Series Champions, taking the
series over the Los Angeles Dodgers
with relative ease. Their fourth title
since the year 2000, the Red Sox have
won thepennant the mostofany team
so far in the 21st century.
For the second year in a row, the
Dodgers were runner-ups, falling
short of claiming their first title since
1988. Last year falling to the Houston
Astros in seven games and this yearto
the Red Sox in just five.
Boston did exactly what they did
in the regular season—won games, at
home and on the road. With the best
regular season record of 2018 at 108-
54, best home record at 57-24, and
second-best road record at 51-30, the
Red Sox continued their dominance
into the postseason.
Game one was a matchup between
two of the games premier pitchers,
Oregon in the first round of the
NCAA tournament. Their season,
unfortunately, ended there.
“Having that taste of success with
all of our group of girls is really
important, ending on such a high
note, only one team gets to do that
out of the whole conference. I feel
like that has definitely fueled us and
made us hungrier during practice
to achieve more,” said junior guard
Olivia Crawford.
The Redhawks lost three key senior
players: Jacinta Beckley, Alexis
Montgomery, and Ashlyn Lewley.
Montgomery was one of three players
in the country to lead her team in
points, assists, and rebounds.
“All threeseniors were amazing. You
just have to recommit and redesign
and retool your team. We could rely
on Lex [Alexis Montgomery] to score
almost 20 points a game. You might
have to say which 2.5 of you can come
up with those points,” Head Coach
Suzy Barcomb said. “The season is
the Dodgers’ Clayton Kershaw and
the Red Sox’ Chris Sale, but in this
outing, they looked anything but.
Kershaw once again did little to
silence his detractors, giving up five
earned runs over just four innings.
Chris Sale did not fare much better
also lasting just four innings, but only
allowing three runs.
Boston came out on top 8-4 and
followed this up with a 4-2 victory in
game two.
Game three was a story unto itself.
The Dodgers lonevictory in the series,
the game now holds the title of longest
World Series game ever played—by
both innings at 18 and total time. The
two foes sent a total of 18 pitchers
to the mound, emptying out their
respective bullpens and utilizing
starting pitchers in reliefroles.
In the bottom of the 15th inning
Dodgers first baseman, Max Muncy
swatted a ball deep to right field, only
for it to hook foul at the last second.
Three more innings would pass until
upon us, you just have to roll with the
punches and do what you can.”
The Redhawks are entering the
season ranked third in the pre-
season poll, that is voted by the WAC
basketball coaches. The Redhawks are
right behind New Mexico State and
California StateUniversityBakersfield.
Junior Sanders, who was the 2017-
Muncy would return to the plate,
leading off the bottom of the 18th.
Muncy sent the ball into the stands
and sent the Dodgers, and the weary,
but now hopeful Dodgers fans home.
While the loss could easily have
demoralized the Red Sox and served
as acatalyst for aDodgers comeback in
the series, Boston appeared unphased
by the i8 inning marathon game and
won game four 9-6 after resting for
mere hours.
Now one win away from the
pennant, the Red Sox entered game
five with a commanding 3-1 series
lead. The game saw Kershaw return
to the mound to face Red Sox
pitcher David Price. Kershaw was
outdueledagain and the Red Sox took
game five 5-1.
The Red Sox added salt to the
wound as they celebrated, though
their slight was not directed at their
World Series opponents.
Feeling the need to remind the
Yankees of their preemptive exit from
MAKANA HOLGERSON • THE SPECTATOR
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18 WAC tournament MVP, is off to
a good start as she was voted to the
2018-19 All-WAC preseason team
voted by the coaches.
“We have a lot of upperclassmen,
but they’re unproven upperclassmen
because they didn’t receive a lot of
playing time because we had the three
seniors playing in front of them last
year,” Sanders said. “The only way
they’re going to get better is getting
them on the floor.”
The Redhawks start their season
at home as they host Northwest
University on Friday, Nov. 2 with tip-
off at 6 p.m.
Caylah may be reached at
clunnings@su-spectator.com
this years postseason—at Boston’s
hands nonetheless—Red Sox pitcher
Eduardo Rodriguez paraded around
the clubhouse carrying a speaker
on his shoulder and leading his
teammates in a rousing rendition
of Frank Sinatra’s, “New York, New
York.” a song played at Yankee
stadium to celebrate each home
victory. Yankees outfielder Aaron
Judge caused controversy when he
played the song after game two of the
American League Division which was
hosted by Boston.
Propelled by a well constructed
and talent-laden roster, the Red Sox
capped off another successful season
with a pennant and some trolling of
the Yankees for good measure.




DOMESTIC TERRORISM TARGETS PLACES OF WORSHIP
The rebirth ofanti-Semitism in this country is disturbing, and quite frankly, terrifying. The recent shooting in Pittsburg is the deadliest attack against the Jew-
ish community in our country’s history, and that description cannot be taken lightly. The murder of these 11 congregants, these 11 individuals who most likely
thought the worst of anti-Semitism died with the Holocaust, highlights the problems prevalent in our nation.
From shootings in a Sikh temple to a predominantly black church, places of worship are appearing in headlines as targets of violence, and not from the con-
gregants,but from hateful and radical white men.
As students at a Jesuit university, we need to reflect on the sanctity of these sacred spaces, and at the harm done to others in prayer, in church, and in temple.
The Pittsburg shooting shows that hateful language posted online, this racist and xenophobic language normalized in the chat-room echo chambers, is not
harmless. Anti-Semitism is not something to be dismissed and is not localized in the history books.
The “other” is being attacked in our country. Those groups that are being “othered” are having to face problems that society should be banding together to fix,
not make worse. But people in power, specifically in the United States but not limited to, are making groups in our country feel unsafe. That is completely and
totally unacceptable.
The people that threaten this country are the same people our representatives are doing nothing about, because they’re what they see reflected in the mirror.
Whiteness is what our predominately (and historically) white Congress iscomfortablewith. They are less comfortable, however, with empowered communities
of color.
The white male, radicalized in a time ofpolitical extremism, affirmed by the vitriolic language from our head ofstate, is a greater threat to our public than
those targeted by the administration. In the same week Trump sends armed forces to the US-Mexico border to stop asylum-seekers, our democracy and our
safety is being attacked from within.
White men have committed more mass shootings than any other group, yet that is lost in the political discourse of our national representatives. The term,
“terrorist,” the strongest term for a hateful opponent to our democracy, needs to be reimagined to fit the description of the radicalized and racist perpetrators.
— The Spectator EditorialBoard
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofMichelle Newblom, Frances Divinagracia, JacquelineLewis, Sophia Wells, JoshMerchant, JordanKenison, AlecDowning, EliseWang, Sam Schultheis,
and Emily Mozzone. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily thoseof the Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views of
Seattle University.
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E J • Myfriend told me apretty big secret... I’m worried
• about them and thier safety. What should1 do?
Alt depends on what kind of safety we’re talking about.® If it’s physical safety, tell someone else NOW. I’ve had
*
to make tough choices like that... trust me, it’s always
better to end up with someone mad at you than someone hurt.
They WILL forgive you. If it’s emotional danger, I’d be there
for them in any way you can. You know your friend best, and
you know what will help the most.
QIreally want tojoin some clubs, but in high school I® was kinda the nerd. I’m really nervous, what would
you do?
A A good rule of thumb is that with clubs, even if you• consider yourself a nerd, you’ll be surrounded by
, * people who love the same things you do! It’s hard to
judge someone when they like the same things you do. Clubs
are a wonderful wayto meet people who have things in common
with you. Worst case, you can go to a club meeting once to try
it out and not go back if it isn’t for you.















* presidential icimportant than
v
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER
Problems voting? Call the Election Protection
Hotline at (866) OUR-VOTE • (866) 687-8683
